Quality improvement refers to a continuous and ongoing effort to achieve measurable improvements in the efficiency, effectiveness, performance, accountability, outcomes, and other indicators of quality services or processes thereby improving health.

1. Project increased program knowledge
2. Project increased enrollment
3. Projects increased efficiency
4. Projects increased productivity

13 Projects Started

- Quickstrike (77%)
- Large (23%)

6 Administrative Projects

7 Programmatic Projects
23 total Quick Strike submissions

- 11 during promotion (52%)
- 12 remainder of year (48%)

Success Stories

- Developed new agency QI plan for PHAB v1.5 compliance. Includes workplan that reflects QI self-assessment.

Number of Projects Resulting in Policy Change

- 5

Link to Performance Management

- 1 project selected based on performance management data.

It is important to consider that QI projects from 2014 that were completed in 2015 are not reflected in this report.